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1. Introduction 

- ON EXTENDED TOPOLOGIES 

By Charles D. Tabor 

The concept of a simple extension of a topology was first introduced by 

Norman Levine [2J. We may state his definition of a simple extension of a 
topology as follows: Let (X, ‘r) be a topological space where ‘r is some 

topology on X , and let A be a subset of X such that A졸Y. Then the 

topology ‘r(A) = {UU(U끼A) IU, u'ε‘r} is called a sz"mþle extensz'on of ‘ :T. 

lt is the purpose of this paper to introduce a concept of extending ‘r byan 

‘ arbitrary number of subsets of X , to give some theorems concerned with 

extended topologies, and to consider the idea of extending one topology by the 

members of an open basis of another topology. 

2. Arbitrary extensions of ‘7 

Let (X, .5T) be a topological space and let A and B be subsets of X which 
are respectively not ‘r-open and not Y(A)-open. We will let .5T(A)(B) 

denote a simple extension of a simple extension topology; i. e. , the simple 

extension topology .5T (A) is extended by B. Let ‘r (A, B) denote the extension 

.of ‘r by A and B simultaneously; i. e. , ‘r(A, B)= {NU(OnA)U(OηB)U(G 

nAnB) 1 N , 0 , 0', GεY}. Clearly Y(A)(B)= ‘r(A, B) because ‘:T(A)(B) = 

{[OU(AnO')J U(Bn [MU(AnM')J 이 0， 0', M , M'εr} = {OU (AnO') U (BnM) 

‘u (BnAnM') 10. 0', M , M'εr}. 

Let G= {AaIAαCX， Aa졸.5T， αεA} and G'= {Cω=n {Aal αεA’} 1 A' a finite 

'subcolIection of A.; n {AalaEA'} not expressible in the form U {U anAalαEA} 

UU; Ua, U든Y: ωεW}. 
Then the extension of .5T by aIl the members of G (i. e. , the extension of 

Y by every member of G simultaneously) is denoted Y [AαJ and is defined 

to be the colIection 

{U {UanAα|αεA}U[U{U띠nCwl띠εW}JUUIU.Uα.Uωεý' : αεA: ωEW}. 

Set GUG/= {Ejj 획드G or B i3EG', βε(AUW)}. Then ...r [AaJ =...r [BβJ since 

Y[AaJ = {U {UαnAαjαεA} U [U {UωnCwlωεW} J UUI Uα， U, Uωε...r ; αεA; 
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ωEW} and every ‘;T [BßJ-open set may be expressed in the form U {V ßnB,5' Iß 
ε(/1니 W)} UV where V p' Vε‘57 ， ,SE(;1 UW). Therefore in the futurë (ur..less 

otherwise stated) we shall assume that an arbitrary extension ι7[Dδ] (9'= 

{Dð' I DδCX， DofEY , δεLf}) of Y is one in which every ‘7 [Dδ]-open set is 

expressibe in the form U {U씨Dδlδε1} UU where Uδ， Uεy， δεLf. 

THEOREM 1. Let G= {Aα AαζX， Aα종‘57， πE;1}. Thιn Y[Aα] is equival e;zt 

to a well-ordered suCceSSiO iZ 01 siηφle extensi‘ ons. 

PROOF. Our proof τvill be by transfinite induction. By Zermelo’s Theorem 

we can well-order the collection G. Let Pa' denote the proposition that Y 

[Aa1 α:S: a' is a succession of simple extensions where α드a' for each Aa in the 

extension. P1 is trivially true since Y [A11 =Y(A1) is a simple extension. 

From above P2 is true since Y [Aα]αS2=‘;T (A1, A 2) =Y (A1) (A2). Assume 

that Pα is true for every α such that α <t : i. e. , assume ‘7[Aα1a<a' is a 

succession of simple extensions. Let K = U {U anAαlαε;1， α드α'} UU be arbi

trary in ‘7 [Aa1 α:S:a' where U, UαεT， αε1. We can write K=U{UαnAa l α 

ε;1， α<α'} U (U et' nAa') UU. Set V = U {U anAαlαε;1， α<α'} UU. Now Vε7 

[Aa1 α<α， and K=VUCUa ,nAa,) belongs to ‘T[Aα]α<et， (Aa，) since V , U et'ε7 

[Aα] α<ι. Therefore ‘T[Aα1 a :s:a'CY [Aa1 α <et， (Aet，). Let M=WU(W'nAet,) be 

arbitrary in Y [Aα]α <et， (Aet ，) where W , W'εT[Aa1 α<a" W e can write W = 

U{WαnAα 1 αε;1， α <α'} U 0 and W' = U {Wα’ nAα l αε;1， α <α'} UO' where IIμ， 

0 , Wα’， 0'εY， αε;1. Hence M=WU [U{Wα’ nAαlαε;1， α<α'} nAet,] u(o'n 

Aa') = wu [U {Wα’ nAαnAa' IαεA， α<α'} 1 u (O'nAet,). 1t is obvious that W , 

U{Wα’ ηAαnAa， 1αεA， α<α'}， and (0끼Aa') each belong to ‘7[Aα]α:S:a' SO. 

that MεY[Aa1 α:S:a" Hence Y [Aα1 a:S:a' =Y [Aα] α<a，(Aa，) and since .5F 

[Aα] α <(t' is a succession of simple extensions, Y [Aα] a<et,(Aa,) is also a 

succession of simple extensions. Therefore P a' is true and this completes the 

proof. 

3. 801me properties of extended topolOlgies. 

THEOREM 2. Let ‘T 1 and ‘T 2 be tμ10 topologies 10γ a set S. Then ‘71CY2 

zXf r2 ts a% exte%SZ·αZ 01 Y l' and i1Z this case Y 2 =Y dOα1 where G= {Oal Oa 

fEY 1’ 
。α is a membeγ 01 an open basis lor ‘T 2> αEA1. 

PROOF. Let ‘72 be an extension of ‘T 1• Then by the definition of an, 
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extension topology we haγe ‘.r1ζ.r2• 

Conversely let ‘.9""'1ι.9""'2. Suppose ~2 is an open basis for ...r2• Let α=~2-

...r1 ={Oα l αεA}. Consider ‘.r1 [0α1 = {U {Uα’ nOα ! αεA}UU'/Ua' ， U'ε.r1， αε 

A}. Let A = U {U a’ nOα l αεA} UU' be arbitrary in ‘.rdO，α1 where Uα’ ， U'εj?1， 

αEA. Since ..r 1ζ.r2 we have U a’ , U'ε.r2， αεA. Hence (Ua’nOα)ε..r2， α 

εA， so that Aε.9""'2. Therefore ‘.rdOαlC‘r2• Now let B be arbitrary in ..r2 
Then B=U {Uβ /Uß드g깡 βεr} =U{Uß/Ußεα， ßεr} U[U{Uβ /Uβεr1， ßεr} l 

which is of the form of an element of ...rdOal since uß=ußns for Ußεα， β 

Er and since U {Uβ /UßE..r1 ， βEr} =U'ε.9""'1. Thus ‘r2ζ‘r1 [0，α1 and 

therefore ..r1 [0α1 =..r2• 

THEOREM 3. Let ‘r 1 and ‘.r 2 be topologz"es 10γ a set X , .$' a1Z arbz"trary 

I z'lter Oìt X , and A1 and Az the sets 01 converge1Zce poz'1zts 01 ‘장 wzïh γespecl to 

...r1 and ‘72 fespecttνely. 11 G2= {Tα /Tα풍‘.9""' l' T a z"s a member 01 α1z opeκ ιαsts 

lor ‘?2, αεA}， the1Z the set C=A!nA2 is the set olconνergence þoints of ‘'T 

wz"th res엉ect to ...r 3 zfl ...r 3= ‘.rdTal. 

PROOF. Let ~2 be an open basis for ...r2 and set G2={Tα /Tα종3가， TaεWz， 

αεA}. Let ‘?3=‘r1[Tal and let ‘종 be an arbitrary filter on X. Suppose 양 

is an arbitrary point in C=AnB where A is the set of convergence points of 

」중 with respect to 3'"'1' B is the set of convergence points of ‘중 with respect 

to 3'"'2. (If C=ø, then ‘갖 will converge to no point of X with respectto ...r 3 

since we show below that ‘잦 converges to no point in X - (AnB) with respect 

to 3'"'3.) Then ‘중→p with respect to 3'"'1' and .$'• P with respect to .y 2. 
Let N쉰e an a뻐trary ...r 3-open neighborhood of p, say N;= U {Uα’ nTα ! αεJ.1} 
UU' where U' , U a'ε3가， αεA. Now p belongs to at least one of the members 

of the union which forms N;. If PεU'ε3'"'1' then U'ε‘종 since .$'• P with 
respect to J1 aml since U' is a J1-neighborhood of þ. Consequently N침 
윷 since U .. C픽" On the other hand, if pεUα'nTα for some αEA， then 쌀 

Ua' and pεTα. Thus U a'ε갖 since ‘갖→p with respect to ‘r 1, and Tαεß' 
since 쫓→p with respect to r2· Therefore Uα’ nTaE.$', so that N펴3ε‘f깡 s떠ihm1n1 
Uaα，끼n따TαaCN팩패;. Since N~ is an arbitrary 3'"'3-open neighborhood of p we see that 

every "</" 3-neighborhood of Þ belongs to ‘장 ; i. e. , ‘f • Þ witb respect to $-3. 

Hence, ‘갖 converges to every point of C with respect to ‘r 3. We shall now 

show that ..5캉 cOllverges to no other points with respect to 3'"'3. Let q be an 

arbitrary point in X - (AnB). Then either ß →」→q with respect to ‘r 1 or.$' 
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/’q with respect to ..9'"'1' Suppose.$'•• q with respect to ..9'"'1' Then there exists 

a 칸-neighborhood N q’ of q such that Nq'종호. Since Nq'’εr3 a1so, Nq’ is a 

‘:T 3-neighborhood of q. Thus ‘중+’q with respect to Y 3 if .$'•• q with respect 

to ‘:T1• Now suppose .$' I 'q with respect to ‘:T 2' Then there exists a ‘:T2-
2 _ r 1. 1 J ....,.2 neighborhood N; of q such that N;훌Y. There exists a Y 2-open set T such 

that qεTCN;. If Tε..9'"' 1 also, then Tε..9'"'3' and cIearly T종.$' which implies 

‘중→→q with respect to Y 3' If T 훌‘5T1， then T=øucxnT)ε:T 3' and since 

T졸‘중 we see that ‘윷켜q with respect to ‘:T 3' Therefore in either case ‘갖→→q 

with respect to ‘5T3 if ‘갖 I 'q with respect to ‘5T 2' Hence, .$' converges to no 
point of X -C. 

Conversely, suppose for every filter ‘중 on X that C=AnB is the set of 

'convergence points of ‘종 with respect to ‘:T 3 where A is the set of conver

gence points of $ with respect to ‘:T2• We wish to show that ..9'"'3=YdTa] 

where the T a belong to G2• Let W be arbitrary in ‘:T3• Let us construct, for 

every PεW， a filter $p= {FIPεupnTpζFζX for some ‘:T1-open set Up of P 

and for some ‘.9'""" 2-open set T p of p}. For each PεW， let Ap be the set of con

vergence points of $ p with respect to ..9'"'1' and let Bp be the set of conver

gence points of 호p with respect to Y 2• Then, by hypothesis, Cp=ApnBp is 

the set of convergence points of 호p with respect to Y 3' Then 힘Cp=ApnBp 

and hence, Wε.$'p since W is a ‘.9'""" 3-neighborhood of p. We now prove a 

lemma. 

LEMMA 3. 1. Let ‘중p be constructed as above. for every PεW. Then U {upn 

TplPεW} UU=W for some sets U， Upε:T1， PεW， UCW and some sets Tpε.9'"""z. 

φεWsμch that the Up and Tp belong to $p for each pEW. 

PROOF. Let P' be arbitrary in W. Then there exist Up" Tp' such that P'ε 

UνnTνCU{UpnTp PEW}UU where U， UpεY1• PEW, UCW and TpεY2’ 
P든W such that the Up and T p belong to .중p for each pEW. Thus WC 

U {UpnTpIPEW} UU for appropriate Up' T p• where PεW and UζW. These 

“ appropriate" Up and T p must be chosen such that pEUpnTpCW for each Pε 

W. This can be done since Wε.$'p for each PεW. Then U {UpnTplPεW}UU 

ζW and therefore U {UpnTplP든W} UU = W. It is evident that for some ‘.9'"""3-

open sets W it might be that Up=ø for all but finitely many PEW; i.e. , we 

might have W=(Up， nl꾀U (Up，UTp，)U'''U (Up.nTp)UU where hκ， ---, 와， 

、
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EW. 
Thus we have ‘5T3C ‘5T1 [Ta]. 

Now let N=U{Ua'nTalαεA} UU' be arbitrary in ‘5T1 [T a] where U’, Ua'ε 

Y 1, αεA. For each point q in N set ‘갖q={FlqEWCFζX， W some ‘5T3-open 

set containing q}. Then ‘종q is a filter on X for which ‘중q→q with respect 

to ‘5T3• If Cq is the set of convergence points of $q with respect to .5견， 

then by hypothesis qεCq=AqnBq where Aq is the set of convergence points of 

$q with respect to Y 1, and Bq is the set of convergence points of ‘9rq 

with respect to ‘5T 2' Hence, every ‘5T1-neighborhood of q belongs to ‘종q' and 

every ‘72-neighborhood of q belongs to ‘중q' Thus, in particular, N ε‘ýrq 

since N contains either a Y l-open set of q or a ‘72-open set of q. We now 

prove another lemma. 
‘ 

“ 
‘ι ‘ J - u 

LEMMA 3. 2. Let ‘종q be constructed as above, for each qεN. Then N=U {Wq 

I qEN} for some sets W qEY éJ' qEN suclz that the W q òetou,i1 to ‘쫓q for eacι 

qEN. 

PROOF. Let ψ be arbitrary in N. Then there exists a ‘5T 3-open set W q’ 

which belongs to ‘종q' such tha t q'εW~，CU {WqlqεN} for certain ‘5T3-open 

sets W q which belong to ‘종q respectively for each q in N. Therefore Nζ U 

{W찌 qεN} for certain Y 3-open sets W q CWqε$q for each qεN) such that 

WqζN for each qεN. By the way $ q is constructed we know there exists 

some ‘5T3-open ses W q containing q such that WqζN since Nε종q for each 

qεN. Hence, N=U{WqlqEN} for appropriate seLS Wqεγι， lj t=.lV such that 

the Wq belong to ‘종q for each qεN. 

Thus N can be expressed as a ‘73-open set and since N is arbitrary in 

Y1[Tα] we have that ‘.r1[Ta] ι.r3• 퍼ence， by Lemmas 3. 1. and 0. 2 .5'3 = 

‘5'1 [TaJ. 

Obviously, in Theorem 3 we may replace Gz by G1 = {U ß I U ß얄3자， Uß is a 

member of an open basis for ‘71' ßεn and ‘5'dTaJ by ‘72[U허 since Y1 

[TαJ =Y2[Uß]. From Kowalsky [1, p. 56J we see that Y 3=^CY1, Y 2), 
the inf topology of Y 1 and ‘.r 2' in the com plete la ttice of all topologies for 

X. Therefore ‘5T3 is actually the weakest topology which is simu1taneouslv 

stronger than ‘5T1 and ‘5T2• 

THEOREM 4. Let CX, ‘5T) be a topologz"cal space and G= {AaIAαCX， Aa풍 
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‘r. aεA}. The1Z ‘r[Aal=‘rCU{AalαεA}) zfl Aαncl[U {AαlαεA} -Aa1 =<Þ 
for every αεA. 

PROOF. Suppose that AancI [U {Aal αεA} - Aa1 =rþ for every αEA. Let 

U{UαnAα|αεA} UU be arbitrary in ‘r [Aa] w here Uα.Uε3二 αεA. Let α。

be an arbitrary fixed index from A. Then Aa, ncl[U {Aα1αεA}-Aα。] =rþ. 

Hence. for every point PεAα。. there exists a Y-open set Vp of P such that 

vpn [U {Aal αEA}-Aα。] =rþ. Thus there exists the Y -open set Vα，= U {VplPε 

Aa'} such that Aa，CVα。 and Vα。 n[U{Aα l αεA}-Aα。] =rþ. Set Wαç==Uα， nva,. 

Then Wα。 nAa， =Uα。 nVa， nAα。 =Ua' n Aa' since Aa' CVα。. and Wα， n [U {Aal 

αεA} -Aa ,] =껴 since Wα。CVα。. We may do this for each αεA. Therefore we 

have U{UαnA이αεA}=U{WanAαlαεA} and for each αεA. wan [U {Aa, Iα'E 

A}-Aα] =rþ. Now we can write U {WαnAα|αEA} UU= [CU {WαIαεA})nCU {Aα 

lαεA} )] U U beca use if a particular Wa, inersects U {Aa IαεA} • then this 

intersection is contained in Aa'" Since U {Wα l αεA} is Y-open. say U {Wα l α 

EA}=W. we see that U{UanAalαεA} UU= [wnCU {AalαεA})] UU \γhich is 

of the form of a member of ‘rcu {Aα laεA}). Hence. ‘r[Aα] CYCU {Aal αε 

A}). Now let UU [UηCU {AalαεA})] be arbitrary in ‘rCU {Aal αε/1}) where 

lJ. U'εr. Then UU [U끼 CU{AαlαεA})] =UU [U {UηAa l αεA}] which is of 

the form of a member of Y [Aα]. Hence ‘rCU{Aa l αεA})ζ‘r [Aa]. ancl con

sequently ‘r[Aa] = ‘rcu {AalαεA}). 

Conversely. let ‘r [Aa] =YCU {Aα l α드A}). Let a' be an arbitrary inde요 

from A. Assume that Aa,ncl[U {Aal αεA} - Aa,] :;i: rþ. Then there exists a point 

P in Aa' n cl [U {Aa I αεA} - Aa,] such that for every ‘r -open neighborhood U p 

of p, upnAa4rþ and upn [lJ {Aa l αεA} -Aa,] 7얘. Now (UρnAa，)ε7[Aα]. but 

(UpnAa，)드YCU{AαlαεA} ) only if there exists a ‘r-open set V such that CUp 

nAa,)=vncu {Aal αεA}). Now since PεUpnAa， =vncu {Aα!αεA}). V is a 

Y-open neighborhood of P. and therefore Vn [U {AαlαεA} -Aa,] :;i: rþ. But vn 

[U{AαlαεA} -Aa,] cvncu {Aα1αεA})=CUpnAa，) implies CX -Aa,)nAa4rþ. a 

contradiction. Thus the assumption is false and Aa,ncl [U {Aα l αεA} -Aa'] =ø 

for eγerya'εA. 

THEOREM 5. Let CX, Y) be a topological space αd 1강 A and B be sμbsets 

01 x sμch that A. B$.‘r. Then YCA)C‘rCB) zfl [CBdryA)nA] C [CBdryB)n 

B] a7zd there exz.sts U'εY such that U끼B=AnB. 
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PROOF. Assume that there exists U'ε;T such tha t U끼B=AnB and that 

[(Bdr y A) n AJ c [(Bdr yB) n Bl. In order to show tha t ..'7 (A)ζ;T (B) ,ve need 

only show tha t Aε;T(B). We may write A= {A- [(BdryA)nA]) U {(BdryA) 

nA}. But [(Bdl"yA) nA] C [(BdryB)n Bl implies that [(BdryAnAJ ζAnB= 

、.lj'n B. Hence A= {A- [(BdryA)nA]) U(UηB) ， and since {A 一 [(BdryA)n 

Al} is ..'7-이)en and (UηB) is ι;T(B)-open we have Aε..'7 (B). 

Conversely, assume ..'7 (A)εr(B). Then there exist U, V'ε..'7 such that 

_A=UU(VηB)=UU [CUnV')n Bl =UU [U끼Bl. Thus there exists U'ε:r such 

that AnB=UηB. Now since A-B=U-B and Uε5' we have [(BdryA)nA] 

-B=rþ, and since (BdryA)n(IntyB)=(BdryU')nCIntyB) we have [(Bdry 

A)nAl nOntyB)=rþ. Consequently [(BdryA)n Al C [(BdryB)n Bl. 

The foIlowing coroIIary is now immediate. 

COROLLARY 5. 1. Let (X, ..'7) be a topological s，강ace a1zd ACX, BζX sZlclz 

that A , B얄..'7. Tlzè1Z ‘;T (A) =‘5' (B) iff [(BdryA)nAl = [(BdryB)n Bl a1Zd 

,there exist U' , V'εrsμclz that U끼B=AnB=VηA. 

In the next theorem we have an equivalent condition to U'nB=AnB= V'nA. 

THEOREM 6. Let (X’ ‘r) be a topological space a1Zd let A a1Zd B be subsets 

()f X sZlch that A , B$..'7. If ..'7(A) =..'7(B) , thm the followi1Zg c01zdz'tiolls are 

.eqzdvale1Zt: 

Ci) AncICB-A)=rþ=Bn cICA- B). 

(ii) There exist U' , V'E..'7 sZlch that U'nB=AnB=V'nA. 

PROOF. (i)=ì(ii). Since Bn cICA-B)=rþ we know that there exists a ‘;T

open set V iìuch that BcV and VnCA-B)=rþ. Therefore VnA=AnB. 

SimilarIy AncICB-A)=rþ implies that there exists a ..'7-open set U' SUCl1 that 

‘V'nB=AnB. 

(ii)=ì(i). Since ..'7CA)= ..'7CB) we have CBdryA)nA=CBdryBCnBCAnB= 

.u'nB. Therefore we write A= [(BdryA)rlA)UlntyA=CU끼B)UlntyA， and 

consequently we haγeAζCU'UlntyA). Set U=U'UlntyA. Now AnB=U'nB 

implies B-A=B-U'. Hence there exists the ..'7-open set U such that AζU 

and UnCB-A)=rþ. Thus AncI(B-A)=rþ. SimilarIy Bn cI(A-B)=낀. 

CoroIIary 5.1 can now be restated as the following theorem: 

THEOREM 7. Let CX, ..'7) be a topological sapce a1Zd ACX, BCX; A , B$. 

.:T. Theκ .:TCA)= ..'7CB) eff CBdryA)nA=CBdr yB)nB aiZd AncICB-A)= 
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rJ; =Bncl(A-B). 

'1. Extension of a topology by the members of an open basis fßr a!wthet.’ 

tü11010gy 

Let J ‘ 1 and Y 2 be two topologies for a set X. If one of these topologies: 

is a subcollection of the other, then by Theorem 2 the stronger topology 

is simply an extension of the weaker topology. This extension is acquired 

by extending the weaker topology by the members of an open basis. 

for the stronger topology which do not belong to the ,,-eaker topology. 

However, if ‘;T 1 Ct.Y 2 and ‘;T2ct.‘;T1 we may extend one of these topologies 

by the members of an open basis for the other which do not belog to the

former topology and get a third topology (a topology which is stronger than ‘ 

both Y 1 and ‘;T2 and not coinciding with either). It is the purpose of this: 

section to inγestigate some properties this third topology might have if ‘;Tl 

and 3"2 have certain properties. 

In the remainder of this section Y 1 and ‘:T 2 shall denote topologies. for, 

the set X such that ‘;T1ct.Y 2’ ‘:T2ct.Y 1• We shall aIso set G2= {Bβ IBß is a'. 

member of an open basis for ‘;T 2 such that B ß종Y1， βεn and ‘:T=YdBβ] . 

THEOREM 8. Let (X, ‘ :71) be T o, T 1• or T 2• Then (X, ‘;T)=(X, YdBβJ} 

2.S Tesφectivel y T 0' T l' or T 2. 

PROOF. In view of Theorem 1 [2. p. 23J and Theorem' l' of this paper, the, 
proof is complete. 

COROLLARY 8. 1. Let (X. ‘;T1) be T o• T 1• or T 2 andlèt G1 ={Aα IAα 2-s a 

memÌJer 01 an open 삶sis lor ‘;T 1 such that Aa줄3"'2" αεA}. T1zeJZ (X, Y)= 

(X, ‘72 [AαJ) is respectively T 0' T 1. or T 2. 

THEOREM 9. Let (X, Y 1) and (X, ‘;T2) be regular spaces. Thcn (X, .3’) 

is regular. 

PROOF. For a subset C of X we let d (C) , cl2 (C) ’‘ cl*(C) denote respec 

tively the Yrclosure, the Y 2-closure, and the Y-closure of C. Let p be an 

arbiμoary point in X and let U {U ßn B ß I ßεnuU (where Uþ’‘ 
Uε3기， ßEr) ‘ 

he an arbitrary ‘5' "-이ien set such that pεu {UßnBßI ;5εn UU. If 양εU， then 

there exists a 3"1-o17en set V (and thus Y-open) such that tεVCcl선V)ζ 

d(v)ζUζU{UþnBβ1 ，8En UU since (X, ‘;T1) is regular. Now suppose PtE.U. 

Then 강E(UþnB딩) for some ßεF. Since (X, .3기) and (X, Y 2) are regular, 

/ 

• 
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there exist Y 1-open and ‘3""'2-open sets V ß and Dß respectfvely such that pε 

Vβcd(vβ)CUβ and pεDβζcl2(Dß)CBβ. Now X -d1(V ß) is ‘3""'l-open (and 
thus Y-open) , and X -cl2(Dß) is Y 2-open (and thus ‘3""'-open). Consequently
[x-d(vβ)J U [X -cl2(Dβ)J =X一 [d(vβ)ncl2(Dβ)] is Y-open so that cl1(V ß) 

ncl2(Dβ) is ‘3""'-closed. Therefore we have pε(Vβnnβ)Ccl*(VβnDß)ζcl1 (Vβ) 
nd~(Dβ)C(UβnBβ) since cl*(VβnDβ) is the smallest ‘3""' -closed set containing , 

VβnDβ. Obviously (VβnDβ) is Y-open. Hence (X, ‘3""') is regular. 

Before proving the next theorem we shall need the following lemma. 

LEMMA 10. 1. An arbz'trary Y-c!osed sμbset 01 X z's 01 the lorm n {KβU(Gßi 
nF)Ißεn wheγe F , Kβ (ßεr) are ‘3""'l-c!osed subsets 01 X aηd the Gß (ßε 

r) are ‘3""' 2-c!osed subsets 01 X. 

PROOF. Let M be an arbitrary Y -closed subset of X. Then there exists a 

Y-open set U{UßnBßI βεn uu (where U ß' Uε:T1 ， ßεn such that M=X 

- [U{UβnBßIβεn UUJ =n {X - (UßnBß) Ißε n n(X -U)=n {(X -Uß)U(X-. 

Bß) Ißεn n(X -U) =n {FßUGβ!βεnnF vvhere F=(X-U) , Fß=(X-Uß) , β 

εI’， are ‘3""'l-closed and the G ß = (X - Bβ) ， ßEr, are ‘3""'2-closed. Now we can, 

write n {FßUGßIßεn nF= n {KßU (GßnF ) 1 βEn where Kβ=(FβnF) ， ßεr. 

THEOREM 10. Let (X, ‘:T1) and (X, Y 2) be completely regular spaces. Thell 

(X, Y) z's completèly regular. 

PROOF. Let p be an arbitrary point in X and let n {K ßU CGßnF) 1 ßεn‘ 

be an arbitrary Y-closed set (where Kß' F are ‘3""'l-closed, ßEr, and Gβ=.X

-Bß, ßεn such that p졸 n{KβU(Gβ n F) 1 βEn. Then there exists at least 

one ß'εr such that p졸 [K;.; ， U(G，enF)J and this implies that P$.K;.;’ and p$. 

(G~ ， nF). And P$.(G딩， nF) implies that p양Gf/ or p종F. 

Case 1. P종Kþ， and P$.Gþ,. Then there exist real-valued functions 1 (‘3""'1 

-continuous) and g ι:T2-continuous) on X such that I(P) =g(p) =0, I(Kþ,)=g' 

(Gþ’)=1, and 0드I(x)드1， 0드g(x)드1 for every xεX since (X, ‘3""'1) and (X, 
‘ r 2) are completely regular. Set h(x)=max r I(x) , g (x) ], xεX. We shall sho￦、
that h is a Y-continuous function from X onto JT = [0, 1J. Let 0 be an arbitrary 

W- nJT-open set (w- nJT is the relative usual topology on JT). Then O=U {Ia l α 
εA} where the 1a are ~n‘f-open intervals. Now h-1(O)=lz-1(U {Ial αεA})=c 
U {h- 1Uα)1αεA}. Suppose 1α has right endpoint b，α. Since h(x)=max [f(x) , 
g(x) ], xεX we have h- 1(1a)=U-1(1a) 一g-l( [bo:, 1J)} U {g一 1 (1a) - f-l( [ba’‘ 
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1]}. (Note: if bα=1 and bαεIα we shall set [bα， 1] =ø; if bα=1 and ba줄Iα 
then let [ba, 1] = {1}.) Since g is Y 2-continuous it is also Y-continuous 
bcc:luse Y 2CY. Hence g-l( [ba , 1]) is a Y-cIosed set. SimilarIy since f is 
Yrcontinuous, it is also Y-continuous and so f-1(1α) is Y-open. Therefore 
{j"-1 (1，α) - g-l( [ba , 1])} is a Y-open set. It can be ~hown， in a similar 
manner, that {g-1u.α) 一f-l( [bα， 1])} is a Y-open set. ConsequentIy h-1 (0) 

is a Y-open set so that h is a Y-continuous function from X onto JT. 

Case 2. P종Kp' and p줄F. Then there exist real-valued functions f( ‘57Ccon

tinuous) and g(‘571-continuous) on X such that f (p)=g(ψ =0， .!(Kp,)=g(F) 

=1, and 0드f(x)드1， 0드g(x)드1 for every xεX since (X, Y 1) is completely 

regular. Set h(x) =max rf(x) , g(x)J. xεX. The proof that h is Y-continuous 
from X onto JT = [0, 1] is similar to that in Case 1. 

1n either case above we have h(p)=O and h(n {KβU(GβnF)/βεn )=1 since 

n{KβU(GßnF)/βεnζ [Kβ， U(Gþ， nF)] and h[Kþ,UCGþ,nF)] =1. Thus (X, 

Y) is completely regular. 

Now if (X, Y 1) and (X, Y 2) are both normal, the space (X, ‘57) is not 

necessarily normal, as is shown in the following example. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let S be the set of non-negative real numbers and let ..9R be 

the topology on S whose basis is made up of right-haIf open interγals; i. e. , 

intervals of the form {씨 a드x<b} where 0:드a <b. The topological space (S, 경) 
is Hausdorff and is shown to be paracompact by Sorgenfrey [3]. The space 

(S, 21), where 21 is the usual topology on S whose basis is made up of open 

intervals (i.e. , intervals of the form {x/a<x<b} where 0드a <b and intervals 

of the form [0, b) for 21-neighborhoods of 0), is countable at infinity (see 

Koπalsky [1 , p. 90]). Let X=SxS, ‘.r1={UXV/Uε경， Vε21}， and Y 2= 

{U'XV' /U'ε21， V'ε..9R}. Consider the topological space (X, Y 1). By a 

theorem from Ko￦alsky [1, p. 153] (X, ‘;T1) is paracompact. It is obviously 

Hausdorff. Thus (X, ‘571) is normal. Similarly (X, ‘;T 2) is normaI. Let G2= 

{B ß / B ß is a member of an open basis for ‘ ;T2 such that Bþ졸‘.r1 ， ßεn. The 

Bß are of the form (a, b) X [c, d) where a, b, c, d are non-negative real 

numbers. Now consider the space (X’ ‘;T)=(X, YdBß]). The topology Y 

contains sets of the form [a, b) X [c, d) where a, b, c, d are nonnegative real 

numbers. Let H be the set of all points (x, y) of X such that x+y=l and 

[(x-1}+l]1/2 is rationaI, and Iet K be the set of aII points (x, y) of X such 
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that x+y=l and [(x-li+i] 1/2 is irrational. The sets H and K are disjoint 

‘9"'-closed subsets of X which cannot be separated by ‘9"'-open sets (see 50r
genfrey [3, p. 632] for the proof that (SXS, 경×‘종) is not normal). Thus 

(X , ‘T) is non-normal. 
In conclusion we give an example in which (X, ‘T) is non-compact, and 

(X, ‘9"'1) and (X, ‘:T 2) are both compact spaces. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X = {(x , y) /0 <x드1 ， 0드y드1} ; i. e. , X is a closed unit 

square with its left boundary removed. Consider the topology ‘.r 1 on X which 

consists of usual open sets for a Möbius band represented by X. A ‘9"'l-neigh-

borhood basis for a point P=(X, y) where O<X< l. O<y<l is just the collection 
of open spheres about β contained in X. A ‘:T 1-neighborhood basis for a point 

p on the upper or lower boundary of X (which is not on the right boundary 

of X) is just the collection of open hemispheres about p contained in X. For 

a point P=(X, y) on the right boundary of X , say x=l , Y=Y1' a member of 

the ‘9"' rbasis for p would be an open hemisphere (intersected with X) about 

p, together with the open hemisphere (intersected with X) about (0, l-Y1) of 

the same radius as the hemisphere about φ. Let us denote such a member of 

‘9"'1 by 0 1 (Y1' r)=W(Y2' r)UV(Y1' r) where W(Y1' r) is the hemisphere 

about (1, Y1)' V(Y1' 시 is the hemisphere about (0, 1-Y1)' and r is the radius 

of the hemispheres. It is obvious that (X, ‘:T1) is compact. Now consider the 

topology ‘:T2 on X which consists of usual open sets for a right circnlar 

cylinder cut along one of its generators and folded out (represented by X). 

The ‘T 2-neighborhood bases of all points in X except those on the right 

boundary are the same as the ‘9"' 1-neighborhood bases. For a point P= (l, Y1) 

on the right boundary of X , a member of the J2-basis for p would be an 

open hemisphere (intersected ￦ith X) about p, together with the open hemis 

phere (intersected with X) about (0, Y1) of the same radius as the hemisphere 

about p. Let us denote such a member of J2 by OzCY1' r)=W(Y1' r)UU(Y1’ 

r) where W(Y1' r) is defined as above, U(Y1' γ) is the hemisphere about 

(0, Y1)' and r is the radius of the hemispheres. It is also obvious that (X, ‘T 2) 

1s compact. 

Let G2= {BßIBβ is a member of an open basis for ‘.r2 such that Bß졸J1' 

gεn. Thus G2 is the collection of J 2-neighborhood bases for all points on 

the right boundary of X. Now if Y1 ;;i: l/2 and r<1 1!2-y11 wehave 01(Y1' r) 
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n02(Yl , r)=W(Yl' r). Hence W(Yl' r)ε5T=‘5TdBßl if r<1 1I2-y11 and Yl~ 
1/2. Now consider the following ..5T-open covering of X: 

ε= {W(Yl' r) IYl~1/2 and r<ll/2-Yl l} U {Ol(1/2, 1I4)} 

U{U서 Un={(X, Y)l lIn<x<l, 0드y드1}， n=2, 3, …}. 

The covering 강 obviously has no finite subcovering. Hence (X, ‘5T) is 

non-compact. 

Louisiana Tech. University 
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